2024 - 2025 Keystone to Reading Secondary Book Award High School grades 9 - 12

Artifice by Sharon Cameron
Chasing Pacquaio by Rod Pulido
Chaos Theory by Nic Stone
Promise Boys by Nick Brooks
Saints of the Household by Ari Tison
Silver to the Bone by Alexandra Bracken
Snow and Poison by Melissa de la Cruz
Spice Road by Maiya Ibrahim
The Mona Lisa Vanishes: A Legendary Painter, A Shocking Heist and the Birth of a Global Celebrity by Nicholas Day and Brett Helquist
Warrior Girl Unearthed by Angeline Boulley
We Are All So Good at Smiling by Amber McBride
Yaqui Delgado Wants to Kick Your Ass: Graphic Novel by Meg Medina and Mel Valentine Vargas